ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

2021 ARIP-AI
Internship
Program
Designed for:
High School, College & International Students
(Available for: F/B/J/E VISA Students).

Take your knowledge and your talent to the next level
“Better Opportunity to gain Admissions to Colleges"

America’s prestigious University Scholars have aligned themselves with ARIP-AI to participate on a Global Internship
Program that will target domestic, Int’l high school, and college students who are interested in their academic career
path development.
We currently established a unique AI Program where students from all across the world will get together to work on an
Interactive AI program areas of topics such as “ARIP-Medical Research, ARIP-Economics, ARIP-Mathematics, and
ARIP-Physics, etc.

ARIP-Economics

ARIP-Medical Research

ARIP-Mathematics

ARIP-Physics

ARIP-Health Care

ARIP-Autonomous
Vehicles

ARIP-Law and Politics

$
ARIP-Finance

ARIP-AI Certificate for
the program completion

Recommendation for the
ARIP-AI participants

Interact directly with
program instructors

Conduct cutting edge
learning opportunities

ARIP-AI Leadership/Research
Awards available
Gain insights into
US university
application and
admission procedures

Eligibility: High School, College & Int’l Students (including F/B/J/E VISA).
Sessions: (Virtual On-line Courses)
Enrollment Request: contact@agminstitute.org
Contact: Toll Free: (877) 212-0011 Fax: (571) 765-7845

www.agminstitute.org
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Jane Shepperd

“Better Opportunity ARIP-AI
to gain
to Colleges"
Project Admissions
Director
AGM Institute

This Internship Program will align students with distinguished instructors and
staffs by working together to conduct insightful internship program on Artificial
Intelligence in different areas. Through this internship, students will gain a great
amount of experience and will be recognized as a qualified student by receiving
a Certificate of Completion and various available awards.
After completion of the Internship Program, ARIP-AI faculty staffs will help to
support the students with program related references which will enhance
college admission process for applying schools as well as help to develop each
academic career path. This is also a great opportunity for all participants to
gain great experiences for their successful future.
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1. AGM Institute Introduction

“Success is acquired by eagerly
engaging in endless challenges
and not just by planning”
Richard Myung

Richard Myung

Founder, Chairman & CEO

Richard E. Myung, chairman and CEO, AGM Institute LLC, with other previous institutions became
foundations of AGM Institute, LLC since 2004, he holds numerous proven remarkable
achievement records by providing most effective solutions for the advanced college planning and
need based college financial aid areas.
He believes that his endless on-going efforts with his every associated professional would
result in each student’s customized academic career development and their future career
paths.
His entrepreneurship comes from his endless passion of innovative ideas and from his
corporate philosophy treating the importance of on-going R&D areas. He is a well-known
columnist among the major newspapers published in US and his entire weekly articles of
more than 1,200+ has been posted over 22 major cities nationwide.
He is actively working in corporate and individual College Financial Aid Planning areas over
18 states in US for the last 24 years. “Success is acquired by eagerly engaging in endless
challenges and not just by planning.” says Richard Myung.
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2. ARIP-AI Welcome Message

Dear ARIP-AI (I) Students and Parents,
Welcome to ARIP-AI (I) offered by Yang Academy at the AGM Institute. How many of you have seen the
latest news about AI that can write opinion editorials? How about technology that allows you to try on
fashion virtually? The applications of artificial intelligence are endless and can be overwhelming. In the
ARIP-AI (I) program, we will examine fields such as health, economics, music, and engineering through the
lens of artificial intelligence.
We will delve into the inner workings of interpretable and black-box models including K-Nearest
Neighbors classification, regression, K-Means clustering, and decision tree methods. We will also cover
important ethical issues including algorithmic bias and the pitfalls of overfitting and underfitting. A
typical day will be filled with coding challenges, in-depth lectures, hands-on practice, and projects where
we will train and test our own machine learning models.
Artificial intelligence is a field that is constantly growing and evolving. It is an exciting time to be working
in AI and we can’t wait to see what you create during your time with us. We hope you will be inspired to
continue to study machine learning and the broader field of computer science after the program.
On behalf of all the instructors, I invite you to this immersive program and look forward to meeting you
soon.
Sincerely,
Joyce Yang
Head Instructor
ARIP-AI (I) Program at the AGM Institute
Offered by the Yang Academy Math Department
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3. Program Overview

AGM Institute has been one of the most memorable
educational experience and the gateway to academic
excellence and career development since 2004. As the fields
of Artificial Intelligence are fast changing the world, our
mission is to provide high school students an opportunity on
how to use, think, and solve our growing contemporary
problems through AI systems.
This 2 week virtual internship program has been established with
the team of distinguished top scientists, staffs, and faculty from
leading universities conjointly providing on a scientific program of
Artificial Intelligence in the areas of ARIP-Medical Research,
ARIP-Economics, ARIP-Mathematics, and ARIP-Physics, ARIP-Health
Care, ARIP-Autonomous Vehicles, ARIP- Law and Politics, and
ARIP-Finance.
Furthermore, through this internship program, selected students are given a chance to develop their career
path through the participation with virtually hands on experience learning directly with the distinguished
faculty staffs, making this as one of the best internship. ARIP invites future global leaders to join in this
exciting internship program.
ARIP-AI opens doors and empowers high school students globally to Artificial Intelligence. Artificial
Intelligence-AI is a powerful tool that can be utilized to address major issues on the technology of
ARIP-Medical Research, ARIP-Economics, ARIP-Mathematics and ARIP-Physics, ARIP-Health Care,
ARIP-Autonomous Vehicles, ARIP- Law and Politics, and ARIP-Finance.
Please visit www.agminstitute.org for your reference.

We welcome you to join us!
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4. ARIP-AI (I) Expectations

We would like to welcome you to the Advanced Research Internship Program-Artificial
Intelligence Program.
The ARIP-AI (I) program will provide a glimpse into fields such as health, economics, music, and
engineering through the lens of artificial intelligence. The program will be two weeks long, and
time will be evenly divided between in-depth teaching and hands-on practice. Students will
complete three fun projects as well as daily data analysis and programming challenges.
At ARIP-AI, we will develop the following skills throughout the course.
MATHEMATICAL TOOLS
• Students will delve into the inner workings of the interpretable and black-box models at the
core of artificial intelligence.
• The most important basic machine learning concepts we will cover include classification,
clustering, regression, decision trees, and important trade-offs.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
• Students will become familiar with and and learn to use Kaggle, Jupyter notebooks, and GitHub.
• Data preparation will be a major focus in our course, in addition to data visualization through
tools such as SciKit Learn and NumPy.
PRODUCT SENSE
• Students will become familiar with development, refinement, and deployment of products and
solutions.
• We will cover essential product management skills and hear from professionals in the
industry.
TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
• We will discuss the importance of documenting code, communicating proactively,
interpreting results, and using clear language to bridge the gap between programmers and
the public.
• Students will learn to keep clear documentation and give presentations of their results.
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ARIP-AI (I) SYLLABUS (based on EST.)

(*Daily schedule may vary according to AI areas and different time zones)
(July 5, 2021 - July 16, 2021)
9:00 – 9:30 AM

Warm up with coding challenge

9:30 – 10:30 AM

Lecture on classification using K-Nearest Neighbors Classification

10:30 – 10:45 AM

Break

10:45 – 12:00 PM

Lecture on the pitfalls of overfitting and underfitting

12:00 – 1:00 PM

Lunch

1:00 – 2:00 PM

Talk by a speaker in industry about using data analysis in real life

2:00 – 3:00 PM

Guided practice on the KNN algorithm

3:00 – 4:00 PM

Cumulative practice and project work

To ensure an equitable learning experience for all interns in the ARIP-AI program, we require
these commitments.
Pre-course Work
We expect students to be able to:
- Solve systems of equations in two variables
- Perform matrix multiplication and addition
- Compute basic probabilities (Probability of a compound event from Khan Academy)
- Count combinations and permutations
We require students to complete the following viewing:
- A Gentle Introduction to Machine Learning by StatQuest
- But what is a Neural Network? by 3Blue1Brown
- Data Science Basics by Ritvikmath
<Computer Requirements>
Full participation will require either a laptop or desktop computer, NOT a phone or tablet.
Students should be able to sign into Google and Gmail (either through a personal account or a
school acount). The computer must have:
- Internet connection
- Either Windows 10 or Mac OS 10.14+
- Zoom version 5
- The Python programming language. We recommend the Anaconda distribution for Python
(free download at anaconda.com/products/individual). Installing Anaconda installs Python,
Jupyter notebooks, and an Anaconda PowerShell command line interface.
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5. ARIP-AI (II) Overview and Syllabus
As artificial intelligence is rapidly
Welcome to the ARIP-AI (II) Internship Program!
reshaping the world with amazingly
Move to the next level of innovation and
broad applications, our ARIP-AI
technology through advanced AI programs.
program with the team of instructors
from leading universities and diverse AI
experiences and research backgrounds can start you on the field of AI. Working on AI issues
with global views and vision in mind, high school and college students can now start on a
journey to explore the AI fields for active interaction and instruction with our professional
faculty.
We have designed our program to deliver the best learning experience for the digital
transformation and the critical interdisciplinary dimension of AI.

ARIP-Health Care
Example: With computer vision, diagnosing
patients based on medical scans such as X-rays,
using genomic data, create machine learning
models to trace the origins of COVID-19 strains.

ARIP-Finance

$

Example; Apply machine learning to risk
assessment and portfolio management.

ARIP-Autonomous Vehicles
Example: Applying AI to create a safe and
synchronized auto pilot system for cars.

ARIP-Law & Politics
Example: Discover hidden racial biases in
machine learning systems. Explore definitions of
fairness as you create and analyze improved
models.
Artificial Intelligence is poised to transform almost any discipline and industry in the future in the
areas of Health Care, Law & Politics, Finance, Autonomous Vehicles and more.
ARIP-AI (II) Program equips students to lead impactful and successful careers. Examples of
underlying concepts and motivations behind technology are such as: Computer Vision for
self-driving cars, facial recognition and medical diagnosis, Natural Language Processing for Alexa,
Siri and Google Home, Deep Learning for Google translate, autocorrect and chatbots
7
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and Recommendation Engines of Netflix, Spotify and Amazon. Students develop fundamental AI skills and
apply them to a mentor-led group projects.
Students receive personalized instruction, guidance online, meeting and communicating through video and
chat. Students participate in design thinking games to stimulate creativity, cross-disciplinary thinking, and
contextual problem solving as well as interacting with collaborative teams to build socially impactful AI
project.
On behalf of our staff, we invite you to a rewarding experience and look forward to meeting you soon.

ARIP-AI (II) SYLLABUS (based on EST.)
(*Daily schedule may vary according to AI areas and different time zones)
(July 19, 2021 - July 30, 2021)
DAY 1

DAY 2-5

DAY 6-9

Intro to AI

Interactive Lecture

Workshop

Project Presentation

All-Hands

Cohort

All-Hands for

All-Hands

Break

Break

Breakout Room

Break

Meet & Greet

Coding Notebook

Break

College Career Panel

Cohort

Breakout Room

Project Work

All-Hands

Coding

DAY 10

Breakout Room

Breakout Room

AI Applications

Projects: AI for Social Good

AI Algorithms and Intuition

Workshops:
AI Ethics
Personal Essays
Instructor Spotlights
College and Career

Programming Skills

Project Presentations

Topics:
Intro to Machine Learning
Regression & Classification
Natural language Processing
Computer Vision
Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks

ARIP-AI (II) has a special program for middle school students at ARIP-AI (II) Creator.
Middle school students grade 6 to 8 are eligible for this session only under “ARIP-AI (II) Creator”.

Workspace Requirements
[ARIP-AI (I) and ARIP-AI (II)]

A workspace that is quiet and isolated from interruptions will be required all day during the program.
Participants will have to be able to participate in two-way teleconferencing with staff and students at
numerous times throughout the day.
8
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6. Importance of the Admission
Factors in American College
For successful admissions in American colleges, the information submitted on the application is the key factor
for the admission to the desired college of choice. Every college application selection process in the United
States is determined by point system and the point system method is called Taxonomy. Therefore, college
bound high school students should understand the difference and similarity of requirements from each college
and prepare academics and activities ahead of time accordingly in order to effectively submit a college
application to get accepted to the college of choice. Especially top US colleges and Ivy Leagues naturally have
great number of students applying every year making these colleges most competitive and therefore
understanding the taxonomy and strategic analysis will greatly influence acceptance to the college of choice.
The Table 1, 2 & 3 below show examples of comparison analysis of colleges applied. One can see that most
colleges place a great importance in the activities and the recommendations by the admissions.

Comparison Table by the Importance of Admission Factors (Example)

Table 1

Table 2

Admission
Factors

Very
Important

Important

Table 3
Considered

BROWN
University

UNIV. of Chicago

UNIV. of IL
Urbana Champaign

NORTHWESTERN

Academic GPA
Applica�on Essay
Character/Personal Quali�es
Level of Applicant's Interest
Recommenda�ons
Rigor of secondary school record
Talent/Ability
Class Rank
Extracurricular Ac�vi�es
Standardized Test Scores

Applica�on Essay
Character/Personal Quali�es
Recommenda�ons
Rigor of secondary school record
Talent/Ability

Academic GPA
Rigor of secondary school record

Academic GPA
Applica�on Essay
Class Rank
Rigor of secondary school record
Standardized Test Scores

Academic GPA
Class Rank
Extracurricular Ac�vi�es
Volunteer Work

Applica�on Essay
Extracurricular Ac�vi�es
Standardized Test Scores
Talent/Ability

Extracurricular Ac�vi�es
Recommenda�ons
Talent/Ability

Alumni Rela�on
First genera�on college student
Geographical Residence
Interview
Racial/Ethnic Status
State Residency
Volunteer Work
Work Experience

Alumni Rela�on
First genera�on college student
Interview
Level of Applicant's Interest
Racial/Ethnic Status
Standardized Test Scores
Work Experience

Character/Personal Quali�es
Class Rank
First genera�on college student
Geographical Residence
Racial/Ethnic Status
State Residency
Volunteer Work
Work Experience

Alumni Rela�on
Character/Personal Quali�es
First genera�on college student
Interview
Level of Applicant's Interest
Racial/Ethnic Status
Volunteer Work
Work Experience

* <Table 3> shows the huge differences in admission factors for the application reviews between
University of Chicago and Northwestern University.
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7. ARIP-AI Program Advantages for Participants
ARIP-AI Program Certificate upon completion for all participants

Recommendation for the
ARIP-AI participants

ARIP-AI Leadership/Research
Awards available for qualifying participants

Interact directly with
program instructors

Conduct cutting edge learning opportunities

Gain insights into US university
application and admission procedures

8. International Awards
The participants of the ARIP-AI from each area will be entitled to be awarded for Global Leadership
Award and Research Award areas. (i.e. ARIP Global Leadership Award and/or ARIP
Global Research Award)
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9. ARIP-AI Contact Information

Eligibility: High School, College and Int’l Students (including F/B/J/E VISA).
Sessions: (Virtual Online Interactive Courses)
Enrollment Request: contact@agminstitute.org
Contact: Toll Free: (877) 212-0011 Fax: (571) 765-7845
www.agminstitute.org

3251 Old Lee Highway, Suite 514
Fairfax, VA 22030
(Main) 571-765-7839
(Fax) 571-765-7845
L.A. Office: 3580 Wilshire Blvd., #900-1, Los Angeles, CA 90010
O.C. Office: 6281 Beach Blvd., Suite 212, Buena Park, CA 90621
GA Office: 3525 Mall Blvd. NW, Suite 5AA-2, Duluth, GA 30096
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